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orders, and the preparation is for operating as a small cog in a large bureaucratic
machine. Preparation for administrative and policy roles devoted to improving the
society's productive life and the welfare of its people is more likely to lead to an
innovative and liberating function for education. This function occurred more in the
formative and flbrescent periods; less in the dispersive period.
I have the impression that literary studies in the schools concentrated upon
wisdom literature far more extensively and for a much longer time in Egypt than in
Mesopotamia. Therefore, Egyptian education gives a more conservative and conven-
tional impression, even in its florescent period, than does Mesopotamian. At least the
Mesopotamian experience passed through the successive Akkadian, Babylonian, and
Assyrian adaptations of the Sumerian literary heritage, each adding its own modifica-
tions. To be sure, the Egyptian scribes began to widen their perceptions in the
florescent intimations of social justice doctrines, and even in the religious explorations
of Antonism in the Empire, but both movements seemed to be relatively short-lived
and of little lasting influence. Conservatism, tradition, and the conventional wisdom
seemed to dominate Egyptian education throughout most of its long history. This
produced a remarkable social stability—and a remarkable cultural sameness.
I find little difference between the two civilizations in their handling of the
sciences in schools. Neither Mesopotamia nor Egypt seemed to put much stress on
theory or general principles. The pyramids seemed to represent a technical engineering
skill not matched by the Mesopotamians, but the level of scientific knowledge does
not seem to be as important in this achievement as the administrative management and
logistic marshalling of masses of stone and masses of men. Artistic skill and technical
craftsmanship were not a matter of priority in the schools of either civilization. The
scientific progress of the formative and florescent periods did not lead to an intel-
lectual breakthrough. The schools were preoccupied with bureaucratic concerns in the
early periods and ultimately with priestly rituals in the later periods.
There seems little doubt that the achievement motivation was strong in the
Egyptian scribal schools of the formative and florescent eras when preparation for civil
service seemed to be the prime goal. There was even a great deal of emphasis upon
studying hard and learning well so that one could "do a good job" in the various lines
of work for which the skills of literacy were required. When this was the case the
schools were responding to pressing social needs, and the scribes as state officials were
putting their learning and their experience to use in the schools. But when the
achievement motive tended to be narrowed into formulas for gaining the favor of the
"great man" in order to get ahead, the schools were in danger of becoming training
grounds for sycophants, even in the florescent period. When the schools of the
dispersive period began to preach quiescence and silence as the goals of the scribe, the
apex (or rather depths) of conventionality had been reached.
The generalization that inculcation of achievement attitudes is more likely to be
an innovative factor than training for ascriptive status, must therefore be modified in
the case of Egypt. If achievement relates to preparation for a government service that
is "on the move" to develop the country, that tendency is favorable to educational
innovation as a means of political and economic development. If, however, achieve-

